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Abstract 
 
Multispectral images of natural scenes were collected from both forests and coral reefs. 
We varied the wavelength position of receptors in hypothetical dichromatic visual systems 
and, for each receptor pair estimated the percentage of discriminable points in natural scenes. 
The optimal spectral tuning predicted by this model results in photoreceptor pairs very like 
those of forest dwelling, dichromatic mammals and of coral reef fishes. Variations of the 
natural illuminants in forests have little or no effect on optimal spectral tuning, but variations 
of depth in coral reefs have moderate effects on the spectral placement of S and L cones. The 
ratio of S and L cones typically found in dichromatic mammals reduces the discriminability 
of forest scenes; in contrast, the typical ratio of S and L cones in coral reef fishes achieves 
nearly the optimal discrimination in coral reef scenes. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Color vision systems of animals differ both in the number of visual pigments and in 
their spectral locations. Such differences may reflect adaptations of animals to their current 
photic environments as well as their evolutionary history. One might ask which factors could 
influence the evolutionary tuning of visual pigments, and also how well the pigments of 
extant animals are tuned for coding colors of the natural environment (Lythgoe, 1979). A 
minimum of two visual pigments is needed for color vision, producing the simplest color 
vision system: dichromacy. Here we model the performance of dichromatic visual systems 
with respect to their ability to discriminate colors in natural scenes. We compare the 
performance of hypothetical dichromatic systems with the performance of those in living 
dichromatic animals. 
 
Many terrestrial and aquatic animals have dichromatic vision. Almost all mammals, 
primates apart, are dichromats (Jacobs, 1981, 1993). Dichromacy is also found in some 
teleost fishes (Lythgoe & Partridge, 1991). Many mammals live in forests where they look 
predominantly at leaves, bark, soil and stones. Underwater scenes which shallow-water 
tropical fishes see are mainly composed of algae and corals. It is tempting to hypothesize that 
color vision systems of a number of animals have been evolutionary adapted for the 
discrimination of these objects (Lythgoe & Partridge, 1989, 1991). In this paper, we consider 
the relative radiance spectra of objects in forest and coral reef scenes. Terrestrial habitats 
differ from aquatic ones both in object reflection and in illumination spectra. Therefore 
terrestrial and aquatic habitats must be analyzed separately. 
 
Several researchers have used model computations to assess the capacity of color 
vision with respect to the colors of natural environment. Lythgoe and Partridge 
(1991) measured the reflectance spectra of different colored algae, and found an optimal 
dichromatic set of receptors for coastal water fishes to discriminate among them. Reflectance 
spectra of leaves and items from forest litter were also used to model tuning of visual 
pigments in dichromatic forest-dwelling animals (Lythgoe & Partridge, 1989;  Osorio & 
Vorobyev, 1996) and in trichromatic primates (Osorio & Bossomaier, 1992). Fruit and leaf 
spectra have been used to assess the advantage of primate trichromacy for finding food 
(Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996; Regan et al., 1998). Flower spectra were analyzed with respect to 
the question of evolution of color vision in insects (Chittka & Menzel, 1992; Vorobyev & 
Menzel, 1999). 
 
While it seems reasonable to assume that visual systems evolve to distinguish objects 
which animals see, it is difficult to estimate the relative importance of different objects. 
Evolutionary questions are often tackled with the assumption that all reflectance spectra in a 
given collection are equally important (Lythgoe & Partridge, 1989, 1991; Chittka & Menzel, 
1992; Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996; Vorobyev, Osorio, Bennett, Marshall & Cuthill, 1998; 
Vorobyev & Menzel, 1999). However, when one must decide in advance which objects to 
measure, it is virtually impossible to avoid a bias in collecting spectra. Here we collect 
spectra of natural environmental scenes using a multispectral imaging device (Osorio, 
Ruderman & Cronin, 1998; Ruderman, Cronin & Chiao, 1998; Chiao, Cronin & Osorio, 
2000), which records the spectrum in each point of an image (a total of 164×191 points can 
be recorded simultaneously). Our assumption is that it is important to discriminate points in 
the image from each other, and all points have equal weight. Since objects vary in area, this 
assumption means that we postulate that weights of objects are proportional to their areas in 
the image. Although our method of collecting spectra is free from a bias within a particular 
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image, the decision to consider a given scene as being representative remains subjective. To 
reduce this subjective factor, we analyzed several images in the forest and in coral reefs and 
checked for the consistency of results. 
 
 
2. Methods 
 
2.1. Imaging device and collection of multispectral images 
 
A CCD camera (Electrim EDC-1000TE camera, 164×191 elements, 8 bits resolution) 
coupled to a variable interference filter (OCLI semicircular) was utilized to measure many 
reflectance spectra within the same imaged scene simultaneously (see Chiao et al., 2000 for 
details). A portable computer was used with the camera to control wavelength and exposure 
time, and to capture and store images. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) transmission 
bandwidth of the interference filter of this imaging system is 15 nm. Images were 
sequentially captured at 7–8 nm intervals from 403 to 696 nm (40 images). These series of 40 
images are called multispectral (or hyperspectral) images, which contain information in both 
the spatial and spectral domains. The reliability of the imaging system (e.g. the possibilities 
of infrared light (IR) contamination, CCD non-linearity, and spatial distortion) was assessed 
independently by imaging a known reflectance standard (MacBeth Color Checker) before 
collecting data in the field. No sign of measurable IR contamination, CCD non-linearity, or 
spatial distortion was found in our system. A 16-mm lens and 6.5-mm lens were used to 
image the terrestrial scenes and aquatic scenes onto the CCD array, producing an angular 
resolution of 0.047×0.055 deg per pixel and 0.087×0.102 deg per pixel (horizontal×vertical), 
respectively. Comparisons among images collected at different wavelengths showed no 
evidence of systematic magnification or registration errors within the resolution of the system 
(Osorio et al., 1998). 
 
In order to determine the relative spectrum of each pixel, a white standard (Spectralon, 
100% diffuse reflectance material, Labsphere) and a black standard (3% spectrally flat diffuse 
reflector, MacBeth) were placed in one corner of each imaged scene to serve as comparisons 
for the overall range of reflectance (Fig. 1a,b). For use underwater, the whole imaging system 
was put into an underwater housing and operated remotely from a surface vessel. In each 
imaged scene, exposure was individually determined at each wavelength to adjust the 
brightness of the white standard to a level of 220–235 (of a possible 255). Typically, 
exposures were 250–5000 ms, and the time for a complete scan was 3–5 min. Once the series 
of 40 images was collected, an opaque shutter was automatically placed in front of the 
camera, and an identical sequence of exposures was collected with no illumination to 
determine the level of dark noise for each image under the conditions of each individual data 
set. The image series was then corrected by subtracting each dark frame from each 
corresponding data frame. Before proceeding with further analysis, all pixels in the image 
were scaled to relative reflectance by using the values of the white and black standards 
measured therein. 
 
Notice that the actual reflectance of each pixel in the image may have varied somewhat 
from that of the scene as a whole, depending on their local illumination. While we are not 
measuring the true reflectance spectra, the data for forest scenes closely approximate 
reflectance. The data for coral reef scenes may deviate from true reflectance significantly, 
depending on object depth, distance from the camera, and water quality. Terrestrial images 
were collected on cloudy days, which increases the reliability of reflectance approximation 
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by reducing the effects of shadow. Aquatic images were recorded on cloudy days or near 
sunset to remove the ‘flicker’ effect (wave induced illumination change), and at close 
distances (typically less than 1 m) to reduce the effect of water absorption. These precautions 
help to reduce the error of reflectance approximation. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Color images of natural scenes in (a) temperate forest (Patapsco State Park, Maryland, USA), and 
(b) tropical coral reef (near Lizard Island Research Station, Queensland, Australia). These two images 
were generated by combining three single frames of multispectral images (452, 548 and 649 nm) to 
illustrate the appearance of these scenes to the human visual system. The black and white standards used 
for calibrating the reflectance spectra can be seen in the lower left corner of each scene. The dashed square 
(128×128, pixels) in each image represents the area analyzed in this study. (c) & (d) Receptor 
images (upper rows) anddichromatic images (lower rows) of natural scenes corresponding to the dashed 
areas in the color images of temperate forest (a) and tropical coral reef (b), respectively. Three S/L cone 
receptor pairs (430/565, 430/500, 500/565 nm; 430/530, 430/480, 480/530 nm) were used for generating 
the forest (c) and coral reef (d) images, respectively (see text for details). The receptor images were coded 
by quantum catches of S and L cones directly. The dichromatic images were coded by removing the 
brightness information from the receptor images, and leaving only the chromatic information. 
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Multispectral images were collected in terrestrial (temperate woodland: Patapsco State 
Park, Maryland, USA, April 1996; subtropical rainforest, dry sclerophyll forest, and 
mangroves at various locations in Queensland, Australia, October 1996) and aquatic (coral 
reefs: near Lizard Island Research Station, Australia, August 1997) habitats for comparison 
(Fig. 1a,b). The forest scenes were selected to be representative of temperate woodland, 
subtropical rainforest, sclerophyll forest, and mangroves; they contained trees, rocks, herbs, 
streams, soils, etc. The coral reef scenes were chosen to represent a typical tropical coral reef, 
and included a variety of different species of corals (mainly yellow and brown) and algae. 
The depth of coral reef scenes is about 3–5 m. A total of 12 forest scenes and ten coral reef 
scenes were used in the following analyses. 
 
 
2.2. Model of color discriminability 
 
The method of estimating the discriminability index is modified from Osorio and 
Vorobyev (1996). The main assumptions of the model are: (i) achromatic vision is not used 
for color discrimination; and (ii) performance is limited by noise originating in the receptors. 
Predictions of the model agree with results of behavioral studies from a number of diurnal 
animals, including dichromatic mammals (Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998; Vorobyev, Brandt, 
Peitsch, Laughlin & Menzel, 2000a). 
 
 
2.2.1. Cone responses, chromatic signals and color distance 
In vivo cone spectral sensitivities were calculated as the product of rhodopsin 
absorption functions (Govardovskii, personal communication) and ocular media 
transmittance. Ocular media transmittances of vertebrate eyes fall into two large categories, 
namely those which transmit UV light, and those which absorb it (Douglas & Marshall, 
1999). Diurnal mammals and some fishes have lenses which absorb practically all light 
below 400 nm (Douglas & Marshall, 1999). Here we consider only eyes equipped with UV 
absorbing lenses. Such eyes are restricted to a spectral range of about 400–700 nm. To 
model terrestrial eyes, the transmittance of the human lens (Fig. 2c, dashed line; Wyszecki & 
Stiles, 1982) was used. For aquatic eyes, we used the ocular media transmittance of a 
snapper fish, Lutjanus bohar (Fig. 2c, solid line; Siebeck & Marshall, 2000). The rhodopsin 
absorption functions were normalized to unity at their maximum (Fig. 2d). For a 
photoreceptor type k, a relative measure of quantum catch, Qk, is given by: 
 
 
                                                                        (1) 
 
 
where I(λ) is the illumination spectrum (Fig. 2a,b; in quantum units), R(λ) is the spectrum of 
a given pixel relative to the white standard in a natural scene, L(λ) is the ocular media 
transmittance (Fig. 2c), and Sk(λ) is the rhodopsin absorption function of photoreceptor k at 
wavelength λ (Fig. 2d). The integration is from 400 to 700 nm, to which the imaging device 
is currently limited. 
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Fig. 2. Illuminant spectra, transmission spectra of ocular media, and absorption spectra of visual 
pigments. (a) Three standard daylight illuminant spectra (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982), D75 (dotted 
line), D65 (dashed line), D55 (dot-dashed line), and one natural illuminant spectrum measured in 
temperate forest (solid line). These irradiance spectra are plotted in quantum units and are 
normalized to unity for comparison. (b) Computed downwelling irradiance spectra in coral reefs 
(Cronin et al., 1994), at depths of 5 m (dashed line), 10 m (solid line), and 20 m (dotted line). 
These spectra are computed with the assumption that the surface illuminant is standard daylight, 
D65 (dot-dashed line). These spectra are plotted in quantum units and are normalized to unity for 
comparison. (c) Normalized transmission spectra of the human lens (dashed line; Wyszecki & 
Stiles, 1982) and of the ocular media of one species of snapper fish, Lutjanus bohar (solid 
line; Siebeck & Marshall, 2000). (d) Normalized absorption spectra of hypothetical visual 
pigments (Govardovskii, personal communication). Only λmax 410, 450, 500, 550 and 580 nm are 
shown. 
 
 
In a dichromatic system, the chromatic signal can be described as the difference 
between responses of two different photoreceptor types. Let PS, PL be the responses of the 
short- (S) and long- (L) wavelength-sensitive cones, respectively, then the chromatic 
signal, C, is given by: 
 
   
                                                                        (2) 
 
We assume that the receptor responses are log-linear functions of receptor quantum 
catches (Vorobyev et al., 1998). Since we are interested only in comparing chromatic signals 
corresponding to different points in the image, the absolute value of the chromatic signal is 
not important here. Thus the chromatic signal can be simply rewritten as: 
 
                                                                        (3) 
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The logarithmic transform of receptor functions has three advantages. First, the 
chromatic signal will not depend on light intensity. Second, the code of relative increments 
(given by the logarithmic transform) agrees with human perception (Weber–Fechner 
law; Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982). Third, in comparing chromatic signals, the absolute values of 
receptor quantum catches are not important. 
 
According to metric theory (Helmholtz, 1909, Schrödinger, 1920; Wyszecki & Stiles, 
1982), the distance between two points (i.e. two different spectra) in a color space is given 
by a line element. If the distance is lower than a certain threshold, the colors are 
indistinguishable. We assume that only the chromatic signal is used for color discrimination. 
Since color discrimination is limited by noise, the color distance, ΔS, between two stimuli 
1 and 2 is given by the absolute values of the difference of their chromatic signals relative to 
the noise: 
 
 
                                                                        (4) 
 
where, 𝑒𝐶𝑡  denotes the standard deviation of the total noise in the chromatic channel. 
 
 
2.2.2. Noise estimation 
To determine if the distance between two points (1) and (2) in the color space exceeds 
threshold, we must take into account the fact that the chromatic mechanisms are noisy. The 
dispersion of the total noise, (𝑒𝐶𝑡 )
2, is equal to the sum of the dispersions of the noise 
originating in the chromatic mechanisms: 
 
                                                                        (5) 
 
where 𝑒𝐶1 refers to point (1) and 𝑒𝐶2 refers to point (2). 
 
Since the dispersion of noise in the chromatic mechanism is given, in turn, by the sum 
of the dispersions of the noise originating in receptor channels, the dispersion of the total 
noise is: 
 
                                                                        (6) 
 
where indexes S and L correspond to S and L cone mechanisms, respectively. 
 
Photoreceptor noise can be reduced by summation of signals of individual cones. The 
standard deviation of the noise in this case is decreased by the square root of the number of 
cones whose signals are summed. Let n be the number of cones within the retina, and g𝑠 be 
the proportion of S cones, S/(S+L), in the retina. Then the standard deviations of the noise in 
the S and L channels are given by: 
 
 
 
                                                                        (7) 
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where δS and δL denote standard deviations of the noise in individual cones. 
 
There are two types of noise sources considered in this study, depending on the 
intensity range of illuminants in which a visual system operates. They are: (i) Weber noise; 
and (ii) quantum noise (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982). Above a certain range of light intensities, 
thresholds are approximately proportional to the signal (Weber–Fechner law), which 
implies that contrast thresholds of cone types k,    , is a constant, the Weber fraction. Since 
we assume that receptor signals are given by logarithmic transform of quantum catches, 
Weber–Fechner law implies that noise in the receptor mechanism is a constant: 
 
                                                                        (8) 
 
 
When the ambient light intensity decreases, the performance of a photoreceptor 
becomes photon-noise-limited. Since the photon capture is a Poisson process, the variance in 
quantum capture is equal to the mean, which generates photon noise whose relative 
amplitude is inverse proportional to the square root of quantum catch (Rose–de Vries law) 
(Rose, 1942; de Vries, 1943). 
 
                                                                        (9) 
                                                                         
The absolute value of receptor noise is not known, nor do we have reliable estimates 
of the number of cones within the retina. We overcome this uncertainty by performing 
calculations for three different values of threshold distances, which is equivalent to 
considering three values of receptor noise. However, we need some rough estimate of the 
order of magnitude of the noise. As a starting point, we consider the sensitivities of human 
cone mechanisms. The Weber fractions of human S, M, and L mechanisms are 8.7, 1.9 and 
1.8%, respectively (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 530). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume 
that in bright light, when quantum fluctuations have negligible effect on the noise, the lowest 
noise level of the L cone mechanism (      ) may approach 0.01. In the case of quantum 
fluctuation limited performance, we assume that for an eye viewing a 100% reflecting white 
surface, the lowest noise in the L cone mechanism (peak at 565 nm) is equal to 0.01, and this 
noise increases with the decrease of the quantum catch (Eq. (9)). To estimate the noise in the 
S cone mechanism, we assume that S and L cones have the same internal noise properties, 
and, hence, the differences in sensitivities between the two cone mechanisms can be fully 
attributed to the differences in the cone densities. This assumption can be justified by the 
fact that the differences in the sensitivities between S and L cone mechanisms in human 
observers can be explained by the densities of corresponding cone types (Williams & 
Roorda, 1999). In a dichromatic mammalian retina, S cones make up about 5% of the total 
cone numbers ( Petry, Erichsen & Szel, 1993; Famiglietti & Sharpe, 1995;  Szel, Rohlich, 
Caffe & van Veen, 1996). We thus set g𝑠 to 0.05 and    ≈ 0.07. Since many fish retinas 
have a square cone mosaic (single S cones in the center and double L cones in the 
corners; Ali & Anctil, 1976), we assume that the ratio of S/(S+L) in fish is close to 0.33. We 
also consider eyes with various ratios of S/(S+L). 
 
 
2.2.3. Discriminability index 
For each point i in a given scene, all points ni whose distances are below the 
discriminability threshold are considered indiscriminable. The index of discriminability (p) 
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is then the mean proportion of objects which can be distinguished from any given object in 
the scene: 
 
 
 
                                                                       (10) 
 
where N is the total number of points (Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996). We picked randomly 1000 
pixels from 16384 pixels (128×128, only the central portion of each image was used; Fig. 
1a,b dashed squares), and the computation was repeated 100 times. 
 
 
2.2.4. Effects of illumination changes in forest and coral reef scenes on the discriminability 
To examine the effects of illumination spectral changes in forests on spectral tuning of 
photoreceptor pairs, we applied four different types of illuminants, including three CIE 
standards: daylight D55, D65, D75 (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982), and one natural illuminant 
measured directly in the forest (Fig. 2a) to modelling forest scenes. This forest illuminant is 
characterized by the presence of‘green’light filtered through leaves, resembling Endler’
s (1993)‘forest shade’light. In aquatic environments, illumination changes rapidly with 
depth. To model the downwelling irradiance at a certain depth, we used the diffuse 
attenuation coefficient, k(λ), measured in situ near the field site (Cronin, Marshall, 
Caldwell, & Shashar, 1994). The irradiance at different depths was calculated using the 
following equation. 
 
                                                                       (11) 
 
where I0(λ) is the illuminant spectrum at the surface (D65 was used here as standard 
daylight), d is the depth in meters, and Id(λ) is the downwelling illuminant spectrum at that 
depth. Downwelling light spectra at three depths (5, 10, 20 m) were computed and used for 
modelling coral reef scenes (Fig. 2b). 
 
 
3. Results 
 
A natural scene as seen through the animal’s eyes can be represented by a set of 
receptor quantum catches corresponding to each point of the scene, which we call a 
‘receptor image’(Vorobyev, Marshall, Osorio, Hempel de Ibarra, & Menzel, 2000b). To 
show these quantum catches, we use a system in which the quantum catches of S cones 
correspond to the blue frame of color images, and the quantum catches of L cones to 
the green and red frames (equivalent to a‘yellow’frame) of color images. It is important 
to note that we cannot infer how dichromats perceive colors; the display shows only the 
information from which the nervous system may form color. Generally, the larger the 
changes in receptor signals, the larger are the changes in color appearance. Therefore, 
inspection of images where quantum catches are coded with colors allows us to judge the 
relative magnitude of color contrast in the image, but we make no inferences about color 
appearance. The top row of Fig. 1c shows receptor images corresponding to the S/L cone 
pairs of 430/565, 430/500, and 500/565 nm for forest scenes, and the top row of Fig. 1d 
shows those for the S/L cone pairs of 430/530, 430/480, and 480/530 nm for coral reef 
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scenes. The λmax of the S/L cone pairs are chosen to represent typical cone pairs, as well as 
pairs in which L cones shift to shorter wavelengths, and S cones shift to longer wavelengths, 
respectively. The λmax of typical L cones for forest-dwelling animals is generally longer 
than for coral-reef-dwelling animals. Images so coded show both chromatic and achromatic 
(brightness) aspects of color. Achromatic vision is greatly affected by the distribution of 
illumination, and may give unreliable information about objects in the scene. 
 
We now will consider only chromatic information, that is, the aspect of color devoid 
of brightness. The ‘chromatic’ images are coded by setting the sum of the quantum 
catches of S and L cones (S+L) equal to constants, which is equivalent to removing the 
brightness information, and leaving only the chromatic information in the images. In both 
forest and coral reef scenes, well separated S/L cone pairs gave maximum chromatic 
information (Fig. 1c,d, left column). When the λmax of L cones shifts to shorter wavelengths 
(500 nm in forests, 480 nm in coral reefs), the chromatic information is only slightly reduced 
(Fig. 1c,d, middle column). In contrast, when the λmax of S cones shifts to longer 
wavelengths (500 nm in forests, 480 nm in coral reefs), the chromatic information is greatly 
reduced (Fig. 1c,d, right column). The chromatic information in the forest image may 
potentially provide the contrast for objects, such as rocks in forest scenes (Fig. 1c, lower 
row), and the chromatic information in the coral reef image may help to distinguish different 
corals in coral reef scenes (Fig. 1d, lower row). 
 
A quantitative evaluate of the efficiency of an eye viewing a natural scene is given by 
the discriminability index, i.e. by the proportion of points in the image discriminable from 
each other (see Model). We calculated this index with the assumption that only chromatic 
information is used for discrimination, and that discriminability is limited by receptor noise. 
This assumption is consistent with experimental data obtained in a variety of animals tested 
in bright light with targets subtending large visual angles (Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998; 
Vorobyev et al., 2000a). The nature of receptor noise depends on the illumination level: at 
low light the noise is set by the fluctuations of the number of absorbed quanta, i.e. Rose–de 
Vries law (Rose, 1942; de Vries, 1943); in bright light the signal to noise ratio is independent 
of light intensity, which is described by Weber–Fechner law (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982). 
The following section presents the analysis of the dependence of the discriminability index 
on the wavelength positions of cone pigments. 
 
To check the consistency of the results within and between various images in forest 
and coral reef scenes, we examined the variation of results from 100 repeats in a single 
image (Fig. 3, upper row), and the variation of results from 12 individual images for forest 
scenes and ten individual images for coral reef images (Fig. 3, lower row). In each of the 
plots the wavelength position of the S cone was kept constant at 430 nm and the L cones 
varied; or the position of the L cone was kept constant at 565 nm (forest scenes) or 530 nm 
(coral reef scenes) and the S cones varied. Only Weber noise is considered here for both 
habitats, and similar results are obtained with the consideration of quantum noise. The 
variation within images is very small. The variation between different images is relatively 
large, but the trends of the results are not greatly affected by which image is selected. 
Consequently, throughout the rest of this paper, results are averaged over 12 or ten images in 
forests or coral reefs, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Performance measured by the probability that the dichromatic signal will discriminate any two 
points in a natural scene. In order to show the variation of discriminability for different S/L cone pairs, 
either the λmax of S cones was fixed at 430 nm, and the λmax of L cones allowed to vary, or the λmax of L 
cones was fixed at 565 nm (forest scenes) or 530 nm (coral reef scenes), and the λmax of S cones varied. 
To calculate the discriminability index (p), we considered Weber noise (see text for details). The plots in 
the upper row show p variation within a single image over 100 random repeats (scenes in Fig. 1a,b). The 
plots in the lower row show p variation between 12 images for forest scenes and ten images for coral 
reef scenes. The error bars in each plot represent the standard deviation. The curve labeled ‘S cone’ in 
each panel plots the discriminability index of S/L cone pairs when the λmax of the S cone varies and 
the λmax of the L cone is held constant. The curve labeled ‘L cone’ in each panel plots the 
discriminability index of S/L cone pairs when the λmax of the L cone varies and the λmax of the S cone is 
held constant. 
 
 
The discriminability index for all possible S/L cone pairs is shown in the contour plots 
of Fig. 4. The letters on the contour plots of forest scenes (Fig. 4, left column) and coral reef 
scenes (Fig. 4, right column) correspond to the known S/L cone pairs of dichromatic 
mammals (see Table 1) and reef fishes (see Table 2), respectively. We consider two 
conditions: (i) Weber noise is dominant (Fig. 4, upper row) – valid in bright light; or (ii) 
quantum noise is dominant, i.e. Rose–de Vries law (Fig. 4, lower row) – valid in dim 
light. If Weber noise dominates, it is beneficial to increase the spectral separation between S 
and L cones (Fig. 4, upper row). However, if quantum noise dominates, it becomes 
important to place the cones so that the quantum catch is increased. Because the quantum 
flux generally increases with increasing wavelength, it is beneficial to shift the S cones 
towards the long wavelength part of the spectrum. The optimal position of S cones is 
determined by the tradeoff between the increasing the separation between S and L cones (S 
cones are shifted to short wavelengths) and increasing the quantum catch (S cones are 
shifted to long wavelengths). Inspection of Fig. 4 allows us to conclude that the actual 
spectral positions of cone pigments in dichromatic animals are well suited for color 
discrimination –  increasing the spectral separation will only slightly improve the 
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discriminability index, and the wavelength positions of S cones are close to the optimum. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Contour plots of the discriminability index (p) for all possible cone pairs (from 410 to 580 nm, at 
5 nm intervals). Plots in the upper row show the performance in bright light conditions, where 
discrimination thresholds follow Weber’s law. Plots in the lower row show the performance of all 
possible cone pairs in dim light conditions, where quantum noise dominates. The letters in the contour 
plots for forest scenes and coral reef scenes correspond to the locations of S/L cone pairs of mammals 
(Table 1) and reef fishes (Table 2), respectively. 
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Noise level may vary substantially between animal species. To understand how 
discriminability depends on the assumed noise level, we repeated the calculations for the 
threshold increased two and three times (Fig. 5). While the absolute value of the 
discriminability index decreases with the increase of noise, the shape of the dependence of 
the wavelength positions of cone pigments remains invariant. The latter clearly shows that 
our conclusions are valid for eyes with different levels of noise in cone mechanisms. Note 
that Fig. 5 nicely illustrates the conclusion that it is beneficial to place the L cone to longer 
wavelengths independently of the noise source, while the best position of the S cone 
depends on the noise source. When Weber noise is dominant, discriminability improves with 
the shift of S cones to the short wavelength part of the spectrum; when quantum noise 
dominates, the optimal position of the S cone is close to 450 nm (given that the L cone is at 
565 nm; forests) or 430 nm (given that the L cone is at 530 nm; coral reefs). 
 
Illuminants in forests may vary over time depending on passing clouds and the solar 
angle (Endler, 1993). We used three standard daylight illuminants, D55, D65, and D75 
(Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982), along with an illuminant actually measured in a forest (Fig. 2a) 
to examine the effects of these different illuminant spectra on the discriminability of forest 
scenes by S/L cone pairs. In water, illuminants change both their intensity and spectral 
properties with depth. Depending on the water type, the photon flux at the surface can be 
reduced 10∼100-fold at a depth of 20 m (Jerlov, 1973). In addition to the change of light 
intensity, the spectra of illuminants become narrower with increasing depth (Fig. 2b). In 
coral reef scenes performances, as measured by the discriminability of reflectance spectra, 
were compared for depths of 5, 10 and 20 m. 
 
Results are illustrated in Fig. 6. The discriminability index of each S/L cone pair 
in Fig. 6 is the average of 12 and ten images for forest and coral reef scenes respectively. 
The discriminability index of S/L cone pairs under the forest illuminant (solid lines in Fig. 6, 
left column) and at 10 meters depth (solid lines in Fig. 6, right column) are the same as the 
curves shown in Fig. 5 (one threshold), respectively. Overall, four spectrally distinct 
illuminant spectra in forests have little effect on the discriminability indexes of S/L cone 
pairs. The trends of spectral tuning of S/L cones are very similar for both types of noise 
source (Fig. 6, left column). In the bright light condition, in coral reef scenes (Weber noise 
dominates), the optimal spectral tuning positions of S/L cone pairs remain those with the 
greatest separation (Fig. 6, upper right). These results indicate that the depth in water has 
little effect on spectral discrimination by particular S/L cone pairs when available photons 
are abundant. However, where quantum noise dominates (i.e. in dim light), in coral reef 
scenes, which is likely to be common in deeper water, the optimal spectral positions of S 
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cones slightly shift to shorter wavelengths with increasing depth (e.g. 20 m; Fig. 6, lower 
right). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. The performance of dichromats in discriminating objects in forest and coral reef scenes. 
The discriminability index (p) is estimated for three different thresholds, for Weberian (upper 
row) and quantum noise limited (lower row) conditions. The curve labeled ‘1’ plots the 
analytical results for the minimum reasonable threshold (see text), while those labeled ‘2’ or ‘3’ 
represent the results for increases of threshold to two or three times the first threshold, 
respectively. The plotting conventions are identical to those used in Fig. 3, showing the 
discriminability index when either the λmax of the S cone varies and that of the L cone holds 
constant, or the λmax of the L cone varies and that of the S cone holds constant. 
 
 
The ratio of S/(S+L) cones in the retinas of dichromatic mammals is close to 1/20 
(Petry et al., 1993;Famiglietti & Sharpe, 1995; Szel et al., 1996). This inequality makes the 
S cone channel noisier than the L cone channel. The noise (measured as dispersion of the 
signal) in the S–L channel is given simply by summing noise values in S and L channels. 
Our assumption is that the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by summation of signals of 
individual cones. If the total number of cones within the retina remains invariant, the 
signal-to-noise ratio in the S–L channel can be improved by changing the S/(S+L) ratio. If 
the discrimination is limited by Weber noise, the signal-to-noise ratio of the receptor channel 
is proportional to the square root of the number of cones of the given type. Consequently, the 
signal-to-noise ratio in the S–L channel reaches its maximum when the number of S cones 
is equal to the number of L cones (see Model). If quantum fluctuations limit discrimination, 
the signal-to-noise ratio in receptor mechanisms is proportional to the number of absorbed 
quanta rather than to the number of cones. In this case the signal-to-noise ratio in the S–L 
mechanism reaches its maximum when the number of quanta absorbed by S cones is equal 
to that absorbed by L cones, and it is less easy to establish the cone ratio minimizing the 
noise. We calculated the dependence of the discriminability index on the cone wavelength 
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position for hypothetical eyes with S/(S+L) ratios of 1/20, 1/2, or 19/20. As predicted above, 
in the bright light condition (where Weber noise dominates), the discriminability is maximal 
when the S/(S+L) ratio equals 0.50 (dashed line in Fig. 7, upper left). In contrast, in the dim 
light condition (quantum noise dominates), S/(S+L) ratios of 0.50 and 0.95 both outperform 
the ratio of 0.05 (dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 7, lower left, respectively), and the form of 
the curve varies with the S/(S+L) ratio. Similar patterns exist in the results for coral reef 
scenes (Fig. 7, right column). These results indicate that the ratio of cones in the retina 
strongly affects reliability of information encoded in a chromatic channel. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Left column: The effects of various standard daylights D55, D65, and D75 (dot-dashed, 
dashed, and dotted lines) and natural forest light, g (solid line) on the discriminabilities of 
objects by dichromats in forests, for Weberian (upper row) and quantum noise limited (lower 
row) conditions. Right column: The effects of various downwelling irradiance at depths of 5 m 
(dashed line), 10 m (solid line), and 20 m (dotted line) on the discriminabilities of objects by 
dichromats in coral reefs, for Weberian (upper row) and quantum noise limited (lower row) 
conditions. The plotting conventions are identical to those used in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
Thus, our analysis predicts that the retina with the best discriminability index either 
should have equal numbers of S and L cones (Weber noise), or that the number of S cones 
should exceed the number of L cones (quantum noise). In reality, L cones are always more 
abundant than S cones. To determine whether or not the ratios found in real animals may 
degrade discriminability, we calculated how the discriminability index depends on the 
S/(S+L) ratio (Fig. 8). Calculations show that the discriminability index remains practically 
invariant over a wide range of S/(S+L) ratios. Nevertheless, the typical value for mammals 
lies outside this range, while fishes have a cone ratio which appears to be well suited for 
color discrimination. 
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Fig. 7. The effects of the proportion of S cones, S/(S+L), on the discriminabilities of objects by 
dichromats in forests and coral reefs, for Weberian (upper row) and quantum noise limited (lower 
row) conditions. Solid line: S/(S+L)=0.05 (forest) or 0.33 (coral reef), dashed line: S/(S+L)=0.50 
(forest) or 0.05 (coral reef), dotted line: S/(S+L)=0.95. The plotting conventions are identical to 
those used in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Our results show that it is almost always beneficial to increase the spectral separation 
between two cone types for dichromatic color discriminations. In conditions of dim light, the 
performance might be also improved if S cones are shifted towards longer wavelengths, 
because such a shift increases the quantum catch and thus reduces the noise. While our 
model concerns only dichromatic animals equipped with UV absorbing lenses, these 
conclusions are valid for a variety of natural scenes collected in woodlands and coral reefs, 
for a variety of natural illuminations, and for different values of discrimination thresholds. 
 
Our analysis assumed that it is beneficial to increase the proportion of discriminable 
points in the image. The discriminability index used differs from measures of performance 
adopted in other studies. Govardovskii and Vorobyev (1989) assumed that the higher the 
number of discriminable colors (rather than objects or points), the better is color vision. This 
measure would give results equivalent to those obtained by using the discriminability index 
only if object colors in the color space have a uniform distribution. The standard deviation of 
the difference between the receptor signals (Regan et al., 1998) also describes the spread of 
colors in dichromatic receptor space. The latter can be correlated with the discriminability 
index, because as the spread of colors increases, the proportion of pairs of objects having 
suprathreshold distance is likely to increase, but there is no reason to believe that two 
methods must yield identical predictions. Chittka and Menzel (1992) analyzed the spread of 
flower colors in bee color space, and they directly considered the distances between pairs of 
colors. They postulated that it is beneficial to increase the mean square distance between the 
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colors of objects. However, this measure may not be directly related to discrimination of 
objects on the basis of their color, because the pairs of objects having long suprathreshold 
color distance have a dominant influence on the average color distance between objects. 
This implies that the changes of the mean color distance reflects the changes between the 
objects which are reliably discriminable, whereas the changes of discriminability index in 
our model is due to the change of the distance between the pairs of objects whose distance is 
close to threshold. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Left column: Effects of various proportions of S cones on the discriminability index (p) 
of objects viewed by dichromats in forests, with the λmax of the S cones sets at 430 nm and that 
of the L cones sets at 565 nm, for Weberian (upper row) and quantum noise limited (lower row) 
conditions. The dotted lines show the typical S/(S+L) ratio (0.05) in dichromatic mammals. 
Right column: The effect of S/(S+L) on the discriminability index (p) of objects viewed by 
dichromats in coral reefs, with the λmax of the S cones sets at 430 nm and that of the L cones 
sets at 530 nm, for Weberian (upper row) and quantum noise limited (lower row) conditions. The 
dotted lines show the typical S/(S+L) ratio (0.33) for reef fishes. 
 
 
Although the measures of performance mentioned above were intended to describe 
discriminability, these measures are only indirectly related to it, and it is interesting to 
compare the conclusions of these early studies with the results of calculations where the 
percentage of discriminable objects (points) is directly counted. Such a comparison shows 
that our conclusions are generally consistent with results of previous work in this area 
(Govardovskii & Vorobyev, 1989; Lythgoe & Partridge, 1989; 1991; Osorio & Vorobyev, 
1996; Vorobyev & Menzel, 1999). For forest scenes, the dependence of the discriminability 
index on the spectral positions of cones is similar to that found by Osorio and Vorobyev 
(1996, Fig. 2a) for discrimination of leaves. It is important to note that the model used 
by Osorio and Vorobyev (1996) is practically identical to the one used here, but their data set 
was different, including only leaves and fruit. Earlier, Govardovskii and Vorobyev 
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(1989) demonstrated that decreasing the spectral overlap of receptor sensitivities increases 
the number of discriminable colors, if all physically realizable reflectance spectra are 
considered. In contrast to the present study, however, their analysis assumed that both 
chromatic and achromatic cues are used for color discrimination. Vorobyev and Menzel 
(1999) considered flower reflectance spectra and assumed that only chromatic cues are used 
for color discrimination. They found that the optimal visual pigment peak positions for 
maximizing the number of discriminable colors were similar both for flower spectra and for 
all physically realizable spectra. Taken together, the results of our study and the previous 
work based on less direct measures of discriminability show that it is generally beneficial to 
increase the separation between visual pigments, irrespective of which colors are considered. 
 
While it is beneficial to shift the L pigment as far as possible to the long wavelength 
part of the spectrum, the actual λmax of L cones in dichromatic mammals and reef fishes 
( Table 1 and Table 2) is rather variable, ranging from 518 to 556 nm in dichromatic 
mammals and from 487 to 557 nm in reef fishes, respectively. Based on our results, the shift 
of the λmax of L cones to shorter wavelengths (Fig. 1c,d, middle column) causes only a 
slight decrease in chromatic information in natural scenes, but the shift of the λmax of S 
cones to longer wavelengths drastically reduces the amount of chromatic information. 
Comparison between different sources of noise (Weber versus quantum) shows that the 
spectral tuning of L cones is independent of the noise source, while the spectral tuning of S 
cones depends on the availability of photons (Fig. 5). This flexibility of λmax for L cones 
implies that the optimal λmax of L cones for a particular species may be determined by 
species-specific tasks rather than overall chromatic discrimination. In other words, while the 
general properties of natural scenes influence the spectral tuning of receptor pairs, it is also 
important for visual systems to see specific signals ( Chittka & Menzel, 1992; Osorio & 
Vorobyev, 1996; Vorobyev et al., 1998; Vorobyev & Menzel, 1999). Spectral tuning may be 
controlled by yet other visual tasks, such as object detection (Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996) and 
color constancy. Achromatic vision is also important, and the specific spectral tuning of L 
cones may depend on the tasks for achromatic vision as well. Finally, there are fundamental 
constraints on molecular mechanisms of tuning and chromophore stability that certainly 
limit the ability to shift visual pigment absorption to longer wavelengths. 
 
 
4.1. Effects of variation in illumination 
 
Normal variations in illuminant spectra in forests have little effect on object 
discriminability indexes of specific S/L pairs (Fig. 6, left column). This result is consistent 
with our recent finding that the spectral properties of forest scenes do not vary significantly 
within natural variations of illumination (Chiao et al., 2000). Therefore, the spectral tuning 
of dichromats in forests is relatively independent of the spectral properties of illuminants. 
On the other hand, the spectral properties of illuminants in water change dramatically with 
depth and viewing distance (Jerlov, 1973; Lythgoe, 1979). Our results indicate that the 
optimal spectral tuning of dichromats varies slightly with depth in dim light conditions (Fig. 
6, lower right). 
 
 
4.2. Relative numbers of S and L cones 
 
Our conclusion that the retina with the best discriminability index should have equal 
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numbers of S and L cones (Weber noise) is a theoretical prediction, which is based on the 
assumption that receptive fields of the L and S cone mechanisms contributing to chromatic 
vision have the same angular size. While the average relative numbers of S and L cones are 
reasonable estimates for the cones within the receptive field, in reality, different parts of the 
retina may have different cone ratios. 
 
The proportion of S cones in retinas of dichromatic mammals is well below our 
theoretical optimal ratio of 0.50, which should greatly reduce potential color discrimination 
in forests (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). This again shows that eye design is a compromise both for the 
requirements of disparate tasks and for biological constraints in photoreceptor function. A 
relatively high proportion of L cones certainly improves spatial vision. Because of chromatic 
aberration, both S and L cones cannot simultaneously be used effectively for high resolution 
vision, and in humans, S cones probably do not participate in achromatic vision (Wyszecki 
& Stiles, 1982). Also, experimental evidences suggest that in fishes and bees, some aspects 
of achromatic vision are mediated by signals based on L receptors alone, rather than by 
signals summed from several spectral receptor types (Giurfa, Vorobyev, Kevan & Menzel, 
1996; Schaerer & Neumeyer, 1996). Thus increasing the proportion of L cones is likely to be 
generally beneficial for achromatic vision and spatial vision. Probably the actual S/(S+L) 
ratio represents a tradeoff between the needs of color and spatial vision. If so, the low 
proportion of S cones in mammalian retinas is a consequence of the requirement of high 
resolution achromatic vision. On the other hand, the relatively high (but still sub-optimal) 
proportion of S cones in the retinas of dichromatic fishes may reflect the greater importance 
of chromatic vision in their lives. 
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